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We’ve been in IT sphere for 9 years. We’ve developed 5 IT-products. 
There are 51 240 clients in 5 countries and 320 partners of us. Development 
of artificial intelligence is an important part of digital economics. 

     Today we are happy to demonstrate the unique system of intelligence communication

The Intelligence Social (IS)

IS system is about simple and user-friendly interface, providing successful 
social network use for the opportunity to make new and hearty welcome 
with a great amount of target customers.

The necessary amount of digital accounts will be activated 
as soon as the system starts.

The scripts are based on a conversation strategy of experienced 
sales-managers.

IS provides quick response according to the following strategy:
consulting, polling, neutralizing negativity and inviting 
users to events.

IS provides automatic the client’s loyalty degree leading
the conversation right way.  

The importance of social network
People spend 35,4% of all time on surfing social network. Your company 
potential customers  are active Internet users. Most of them have profiles on 
Facebook, VK, Linkedin and others. They are not hiding!

System capabilities: 

83,1%

83,1 % Internet users browsing 
at least one social network. 

You may contact each of them! 



IS helps

to sell goods
and services

to monitor
target audience

to return
the customers

to consult all
day long

to chat by means 
of social media

to warm your contacts

IS advantages
Company budget economy; 

Simultaneous 1000 user chat;

No reference to workplace;

No additional software; 

Chatting time is cut two times;

All the leads and reports are formed automatically; 

The opportunity to lead customers on your website;

Self-learning and self-development;

Company profit.



You need IS when:
You promote your goods and services by means of social media 
and The Internet.

You wish to find new customers through social networks.

You have little time to look for the new customers. 

Bank promotion case

Task: to look for target audience and cashback card promotion.

Solution: vk.com polling, chatting with the respondents 
according to the script. 

Result: 90% of loyal audience, 500 card requests  during 
the first month of promotion

IS gives the opportunity to buy the licence for 40$ per month and use it 
right now. Get the access to the system and learn more about the cost 
on the website.

int.social

You may choose! You may be either a customer or a partner and get the 
fee according to the marketing-plan. Share the info about IS, work with 
customers and get your PROFIT from us. 

promo.intsocial.ru

IS suits me! 



Still have questions?
Contact us: 

int.social

promo.intsocial.ru

vk.com/intsocial

is@rutp.ru

+7 (3852) 555-799


